**SHEEP “Destination” CARD EXAMPLES**

**Example 1:** This animal is going through the 4-H Livestock Auction and will be shipped on the basebid trailer after the sale. The way the card is filled out the 4-Her will receive 4-H premium during the sale, in addition to payment from the basebid buyer. *(Most Common)*
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**Example 2:** This animal is going through the 4-H Livestock Auction for premium money only because it is going home after the sale. The 4-Her will not receive basebid payment from the basebid buyer since the animal is not going with the basebid buyer after the sale. *(More Common)*
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**Example 3:** This animal is not going through the 4-H Livestock Auction, but is being sold directly to the basebid buyer. The 4-Her will not receive premium from the sale, but will receive payment from the basebid buyer. *(Common)*
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**SHEEP “Destination” CARD EXAMPLES**

**Example 4:** This animal is going through the 4-H Livestock Auction. After the auction it is going to a locker for processing. Since the animal is not being sold to the basebid buyer, it will receive premium only going through the sale. (Not Common)
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**Example 5:** This animal is not going through the sale and is not being sold to the basebid buyer. The animal will go straight home without receiving premium or basebid money. (Not Common)
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**Example 6:** This animal is not going through the sale and is going straight to the locker after the Fair. (Not Common)
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